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Overview

Projector Simulator Pro is a Unity package intended to assist in the design of real-world projection 
systems. It is NOT intended for use in games or applications that just want a nice projection effect. 
For that we have Projector Simulator, which is also available on the Unity Asset Store.

Projector Simulator Pro extends the Unity Editor by adding tools which are essential to anyone 
designing a real-world projection system. Such tools include:

• A custom dialogue to create,  save, and load projector definitions

◦ Specify attributes such as chassis dimensions, light output, supported lenses, min/max 
throw ratio, lens shift limits, focus range, and even other metadata such as weight,  
noise level, light source type etc  (which aren't currently used directly but may be useful 
in future when comparing projectors)

◦ These definitions can be quickly loaded into the scene during the design phase

• A custom interface to modify projector properties such as projector type, active lens, lens 
zoom and shift, even signal resolution and fill mode

• Procedural screen geometry

• Ability to bounce projected light off of mirrors

• Eyepoint view rendering to Equirectangular and Aitoff image formats (FOV chart)

• Analysis mode to create heat maps illustrating expected resolution and luminance values

• Ability to visualise content warped to screen geometry, including over multiple projectors

• Cable routing

• Report generation

• A Design Wizard to quickly design projection systems for flat and cylindrical screens

• Ability to use custom 3D models for projectors
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Release Notes

V1.35
• Added support for custom geometry prefab on projectors
• Eyepoints can now generate Hammer-Aitoff images as well as equirectangular
• Design Wizard's created objects now maintain prefab links
• Improved example scenes
• Fixed a memory leak caused by cables rebuilding geometry every frame in Play mode

V1.34
• Improved example scenes

V1.33
• Fixed bug that could cause a crash in builds when switching scene

V1.32
• Added Design Wizard

V1.31
• Added example scenes
• Added out-of-focus-range warning for centre of projected images

◦ Screen object must have collision and ProjectorSimProScreen component
• Fixed bug where screens stopped casting shadows while Analysis is enabled

V1.3
• Added cable routing
• Added report generation (CSV format)

V1.23
• Fix for Mac/Linux file system compatibility

V1.22
• Added fisheye lens functionality, see Fisheye Lens section for more information
• Added light transmission % value to lens definitions

V1.21
• Added mirror support

◦ Currently limited to one mirror per projector. If you have a requirement for more, please
get in touch and we will accelerate development in this area.

• Added button to ProjectionMapping component to save the projected images as image files
◦ The idea is that the generated images can be used as test patterns during 

alignment/boresight phase of installation
◦ For more detail, see Generating Alignment Images section

V1.2
• Added Projection Mapping functionality (see details in Projection Mapping section)
• Added VirtualCAVE functionality
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◦ Automates setup of realtime RenderTextures and dynamic eye tracking with projectors 
aligned to CAVE faces - see details in VirtualCAVE section

• Improved Analysis support for custom screen shapes with child geometries and multiple 
materials

• Added Stereo Mode option to projectors (projectors and screens must be duplicated for 
each eye's layer)

• Opening the Projection Design Tools window for the first time now creates 3 layers to 
support the new features:
◦ “PSP_VirtualContent” (when using Projection Mapping or VirtualCAVE, the virtual 

objects can be put on this layer to hide them from the main cameras)
◦ “PSP_LeftEye” & “PSP_RightEye” (for stereoscopy)

• Fixed all build errors – compilation is now possible
• Other minor fixes and improvements

V1.11
• Added UV coordinates to procedural screen geometry

◦ When given a material with a texture, the texture will be stretched across the entire 
screen surface – except for the Dome type, which expects an equirectangular format.

◦ More complex control over the UV coordinates (e.g. tiling/offset) may be added in a 
later update

• Fixed a bug that made it difficult to swap the material on a screen surface (playing the scene 
or exiting Analysis would apply the old material)

• Fixed a bug that prevented Analysis from working at some extreme screen angles

V1.1
• Added procedural screen geometry

◦ Supported shapes are: flat; cylindrical; conical; dome; and CAVE.
• Added RenderTexture support

◦ RenderTextures appear white in edit mode. The image is processed and updated every 
frame in play mode.

• Added button in the Eyepoint controls to show/hide a sphere of FOV labels, which can be 
useful when viewing the scene from the eyepoint's location.

• Hid controls for most public variables in the Projector's inspector, which if edited could 
produce unexpected behaviour.

• Fixed a bug which allowed the projector/eyepoint controls to show when selecting the 
prefab in the project folder

V1.01
• Minor improvements

◦ Fixed bug sometimes causing light path geometry to extend beyond the projected image
◦ Improved shadow precision when a shadowing object is very close to a projector
◦ Moved all code to the ProjectorSimPro namespace to prevent any potential clashes
◦ Removed missing script references from some objects in the Eyepoint prefab's hierarchy

V1.0
• Initial release
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Terms of Use

Before you can use Projector Simulator Pro you must agree to the terms of use. The full terms are
available here which you should definitely read, but the summary is:

You are not permitted to use Projector Simulator Pro or any of its components to create an “asset
flip” projection design tool for sale or any other method of distribution to third-parties.

You are, however, permitted to create projection design tools strictly for internal use within your
own enterprise. You are also permitted to distribute compiled applications to third-parties with the
purpose of presenting pre-designed projection systems.

We hope you understand that this is required in order to prevent applications built with Projector
Simulator Pro from directly competing with Projector Simulator Pro.
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How to use

Getting started – Project Settings

At it's core, Projector Simulator Pro functions by manipulating the cookie textures of 3 spotlights per
projector – one each for the red, green, and blue channels of an image.

As designing a projection system requires multiple dynamic light sources, it is highly recommended
to use the Deferred Renderer.

The problem with the default Forward Renderer is that there is a limit to the number of dynamic
lights that can be rendered correctly. Luckily, there is a setting for this limit. As there are 3 spotlights
per projector, the Pixel Light Count setting should be set to 3x the number of projectors plus any
other lights you may have affecting that part of your scene. If the Pixel Light Count is too low, it can
cause unexpected results such as colour bleeding:

Pixel Light Count = 3

 

During testing we noticed that Unity seems to fall back to the Forward Renderer when the Scene
View is  in  orthographic  mode.  For  this  reason,  we recommend increasing  the Pixel  Light  Count
regardless of the Renderer you are using.

For optimal settings, do the following:

1. Select the Deferred Renderer

• This can be found under Project Settings -> Graphics

• Untick Use Defaults then set the Rendering Path to Deferred

2. Increase the Pixel Light Count value

• This can be found under Project Settings -> Quality

• Set the value to at least 3x the number of projectors

Although not a requirement, we also recommend deleting all Quality presets apart from Ultra to 
prevent accidentally dropping to a lower preset.
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Getting started – Creating a Projector Definition

Before you can create any designs, you need to have a projector model to simulate.

1. In Unity's menu bar, click Tools -> Projector Simulator Pro -> Projector Definer

2. Input the data of the projector you want to use. 

• The values for Light Source, Weight, Noise, Power Draw, and Active Stereo are currently 
unused in the designs themselves, but are useful to know nevertheless. In a later version
we plan to add a tool to sort and filter projectors to assist in comparison.

• The Lens Position dimensions are from the bottom-left corner of the chassis to the 
centre of the lens, as you look at the projector from the front.

• 100% lens shift puts the edge of the image level with the lens.

3. Save the projector file.

• It is recommended to create a dedicated folder for projector definitions outside of your 
project directory, so you can easily reference the projector files in other projects.
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Getting Started – Creating a design

On importing the package, you will see 4 prefabs in the ProjectorSimulatorPro folder: 'Projector';
'Screen';  'Eyepoint';  and 'Cable'.  You can drag these into the scene as needed,  or duplicate any
instances that already exist in the scene.

1. Set up a screen by generating a mesh or importing a model

1a. Generate a screen mesh

• Drag the Screen prefab into the scene and place it in the required position (usually the
origin)

• Open the design tools window by clicking  Tools -> ProjectorSimulatorPro -> Projection
Design Tools

• Select the Screen tab in the Projection Design Tools window

• Shape the screen as needed

• You can create more complex shapes using multiple screens.

1b. Import a screen model

• Import your screen model. Any Unity-compatible 3d format will work. Screen geometry
should be a single-sided mesh, with the normals facing the side of the projectors (e.g. for
a rear-projection cylinder to be viewed from the inside, polygons should face outwards).

• In order to improve the accuracy of Analysis mode your screen should have dense
topology - even if it is flat. More details in the Analysis section of this document.

• In  your  model's  import  settings,  you  should  enable  generate  colliders,  as  mesh
collision is required if we want to pick a point on the screen to inspect later.
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• Apply a material to your screen. This could be your own material, or you can use one of
the materials in the ProjectorSimPro/Materials folder.

• In this  folder  is  a  material  ScreenMaterial_2Sided with backface culling  disabled,
which will allow you to see both sides of the screen. This is necessary in cases where
rear-projection is used.

• Add the script  ProjectorSimProScreen to your screen's root object. Optionally, set the
gain value in the Inspector (for Analysis mode).

2. Set up projector(s)

• Drag the Projector prefab into the scene

• Open the design tools window by clicking  Tools -> ProjectorSimulatorPro -> Projection
Design Tools

• Select the Projector tab in the Projection Design Tools window

• Select the Projector

• The  Projector  tab  in  the  Projection  Design  Tools window  shows  the  projector
controls

• Select the folder that contains the Projector Definition (.pjd) files

• Select the .pjd file you want to use in your design

• Change the Design Resolution if required

• The lens characteristics will be updated accordingly when the resolution changes

White Games
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• If you input a value greater than the native resolution, the Fill Mode will change to
Fill Aspect.  This is intended for projectors that support pixel-shifting (actuation of
the chip to produce a higher-resolution image).

• Position the projector as required, adjusting the lens settings as needed

• You can also adjust the Projected Image controls to change the projected image and the
intensity/range of the projector's spotlights.

• The resolution of a custom image should not be much greater than the cookie size of
the projector in order to minimise unwanted visual artefacts. The quality of a high-
resolution image will be lost if downscaling to a lower-resolution cookie. For more
details, see the Projector Cookie Size section of this document.

• If you require more projectors, either duplicate the first projector or drag a new one in
from the Projector prefab.

• Repeat the above steps until  you are satisfied with  the projector  layout  and screen
coverage

3. (Optional) Add a mirror

Note: When a mirror is in use, the Projector's shadow distance is set to the furthest extent of the
mirror. This prevents the mirror from shadowing its own projector. This also means that any object
between the projector and the furthest corner of the mirror will not cast a shadow, so extra care
must be taken that no such shadowing will occur.

• Under Mirror settings, tick “Use mirror”

• Adjust the values as required

If you have a requirement for more than one mirror per projector, please get in touch and we will
accelerate development in this area.

4. Add an Eyepoint

• Drag in an Eyepoint prefab

• Position the eyepoint where the user is most likely to view the display from.
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• Open the Eyepoint tab in the Projection Design Tools window

• There are 3 buttons in the Eyepoint tab:

• Jump to Eyepoint – positions the Scene window's camera at the eyepoint location,
allowing you to look around from the eyepoint's point of view

• Render Equirectangular Image – renders a 360-degree image from the eyepoint's
position and saves it  at  the given file  location (can also be used during  Analysis
mode)

• Show/Hide FOV Chart – this shows or hides the sphere of degree labels around the
eyepoint. It should usually remain hidden, but is useful when viewing the scene from
the eyepoint.

5. Analyse the result

• Open the Analysis tab in Projection Design Tools

• Drag the Eyepoint you created into the Ref Transform slot to tell Analysis you want to
use that as the eyepoint position (you can also use any other object, or the scene view's
camera)

• Click Enable Analysis

• The  screen  will  switch  materials  to  render  a  heatmap representing  the  variation  of
values in the current Analysis mode:

• The legend in the Analysis tab provides the values for each colour.

• (Optional) Untick Auto-scale if you want to define your own scale - the red and blue
values will become editable.

• The Luminance mode allows you to choose between Blending mode and Stacking mode.

• Blending mode – In the overlap regions, the resulting luminance value will  be an
average of the projectors affecting that part of the screen

• Stacking mode – in the overlap regions, the resulting luminance value will be the
sum of values from projectors affecting that part of the screen
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6. To inspect the value of a specific point on the screen, hover over or right-click on the screen
surface while the screen is selected. The value will be reported in the top left corner of the
Scene view:

7. (Optional) Select the Eyepoint and, from the Eyepoint tab, render an equirectangular image
of the Analysis (example image below has been cropped and zoomed):

• You should also save a screenshot of the Analysis legend immediately after, as the
legend is not currently included in the heatmap render.

Note: The Analysis screen material simply displays vertex colours. During Analysis, we assign a colour
to each vertex depending on the measured value, or black if no projector hit that vertex. Therefore,
the higher the density of the mesh topology, the more accurate the Analysis results will be.

Higher density will however cause the Analysis computation to take longer, so you need to find a
balance. During testing,  we found that a gap of ~0.25m or ~5 degrees gave good results, but it
depends on your screen size and eyepoint distance.
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Design Wizard

In V1.32, the Design Wizard was added. The Design Wizard enables the rapid creation and editing of
simple projection systems for flat and cylindrical screens.

To use the Design  Wizard,  first  create  an empty  GameObject  and then  add the Design  Wizard
component in the Inspector:

The Design Wizard will  create and position projectors so that the images fit  the screen top-to-
bottom with the selected settings, and ensure the projectors are evenly spaced out horizontally.

You can use the “Nudge” controls to further adjust the design as needed.

Tip: when adjusting  values by dragging with the mouse, hold Alt to reduce the sensitivity.
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Best Practices
'Orbital' Positioning

For cylindrical/conical/spherical screens especially,  you may want to have the projectors all  with
exactly  the  same lens  parameters  and  height/distance  from the  screen,  but  have  them spread
evenly, rotating (or 'orbiting') around the centre vertical axis of the screen.

This would be difficult if you only had control of each projector's world position, but we can use
Unity's hierarchy to make the layout easier to manage.

For example, you may begin a cylindrical design by placing a projected image in the centre of the
screen, with the projector at the desired distance and height,  and the rotation/lens shift  set as
needed.

Then make a new empty GameObject, positioned at the centre of the screen, and make it the parent
of the Projector. You can then rotate this new object to rotate the projector around the centre of
the screen:

You can duplicate the parent node to create more projectors and rotate each one as needed around
the screen centre. You can then put all these nodes under a new parent, and select that parent to
edit the parameters of all Projectors under the selected object(s).
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Projector Cookie Size

By default, the resolution of a projector's spotlight cookies is set to 1024x1024. This is suitable for 
the majority of cases.

The resolution of the spotlight cookies affects only the appearance of the projected image. It does 
not affect the Analysis results or anything else.

You may find you need to increase the quality of the projected image if, for example, you are 
projecting a custom image with small text that needs to be legible, or are experiencing visual 
artefacts when projecting a high-resolution image (artefacts can sometimes be caused by 
downscaling a high-resolution image onto a lower-resolution cookie).

You may find you need to decrease the quality of the projected image if, for example, you are 
projecting many RenderTextures and need to improve performance.

The resolution of a projector can be changed in its Inspector:

The new resolution will take effect when you play and stop the scene.

If you want to change the resolution for all projectors in the project, change the resolution in the 
Projector prefab.
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Projection Mapping Simulation

V1.2 added projection mapping simulation functionality, which can be used to give the impression of
image warping when projecting onto complex surfaces, even with multiple projectors.  

Full-colour animated 
“Content Prefab”

“Screen” model with
projectors aligned

Realtime projection of animated
prefab onto screen model

You can also use the Projection Mapping functionality to present a continuous image over standard 
screen shapes:

Mapped screen Prefab with emissive material Realtime projection onto screen

The procedural screen geometries created by Projector Simulator Pro all include UV coordinates. All
screens  will  stretch  a  2d  texture  across  their  surface  -  except  for  domes,  which  expect  an
equirectangular image format and crop the image according to the dome's field of view.

To set up a projection-mapped object:

1. add the Projection Mapping component to the screen object:

2. Select your Content Prefab. Your screen object should have the same geometric shape and
origin.

3. Tell the component which projectors are lighting the screen object.
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4. Press Play

When the scene enters Play mode, the following happens:

1. A new Content Prefab is spawned some distance underneath the screen object

2. For each projector, a camera is created. The camera's view of the Content Prefab matches
the projector's light path onto the screen model. The camera renders onto a RenderTexture,
and the projector displays it.

3. When  in  Play  mode,  the  Projection  Mapping  component  allows  the  control  over  the
“calibration”:

a) The Projectors can continue to be moved and edited in Play mode. As long as the “Auto-
calibrate” toggle is on, the images will continue to align to the model.

b) Note that changes made in Play mode are not saved when Play mode ends. If you edit
the projection in play mode, you should manually note your changes and re-apply them
in Edit mode.

Note that as each projector is only projecting its “view” of the screen model, it is not possible to
correct for the observer's position. For object mapping this is usually OK, as you would want the
object to be viewed from all angles e.g. to a large audience. However, it does mean that transparent
materials in the Content Prefab don't work well, for instance the view of the interior of a car would
appear correct only if viewed from the projector's location:

If a specific observer location is already known, you would have to pre-distort the appearance on the
Content Prefab.

The option Use Virtual Content Layer puts the spawned Content Prefab into the layer with the name
“PSP_VirtualContent”. This layer should already exist from the first time the Projection Design Tools
window is opened. This allows you to prevent the spawned Content Prefab showing up in your main
camera by telling the camera to ignore the layer in its culling mask.

You will see increased brightness where projectors overlap. Currently, blending is not supported.
Using the Linear colour space can reduce the intensity of overlap regions, but shadows in those
regions may also become less noticeable.

For more information, see the 1.2 update video: https://youtu.be/OMAkKvzw3AQ
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Generating Alignment Images

In 1.21 an experimental feature was added to the  Projection Mapping component which aims to
generate images which can be used during the alignment/boresight phase of physical installation.

In this example we have 2 Projectors on a dome with the  ProjectionMapping component in Play
mode. Clicking “Save” under “Save projector images” will save the projected images as image files. 

 

 
Projector 1.png                                                      Projector 2.png

The idea is that the resulting PNG images can be run through their respective projectors during
alignment (either via a video signal or directly loaded in the projector as a test pattern).

The images are saved at the resolution set in RenderTexture size. This should normally be the native
resolution of the projector, or the resolution you intend to run the projectors at.

The image files are named the same as their respective Projector. Because of this the Projectors
must have unique names, otherwise the files will overwrite each other.
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VirtualCAVE

The VirtualCAVE feature simulates a CAVE or powerwall's dynamic head tracking and perspective 
correction.

Currently, this feature only works if each active CAVE face has a single projector that is perfectly 
aligned to it.

A CAVE screen created from the Screen prefab is required.

In this example, the side projectors' horizontal Design Resolution matches the vertical resolution. 
This is required because the sides' image width must match the floor's image height.

A virtual scene is required. This is the content that will be rendered and projected. You should have a
GameObject in your virtual scene which the CAVE floor will line up with when Play starts.
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1. You should assign references to the Virtual spawn location and Tracked Eyepoint fields. The
Tracked Eyepoint is usually the player's camera inside the CAVE.

2. The  Tracking  Volume field  is  optional.  If  set,  the  perspective  correction  will  only  be
performed when the Tracked Eyepoint object is inside the volume. Only the world-space
bounding box of the collider is used.

3. If the Template Camera field is used, the template is used for the virtual cameras instead of
a default template. Be aware that any custom effects or behaviours may not be compatible
with the asymmetric / oblique frustums that come with perspective correction.

a) The Template Camera could be used to set the virtual cameras' culling masks,  if  the
virtual world has its own layer.

4. If required, you can adjust the RenderTexture resolutions with the H res and V res values.

5. Finally, for each face, set a reference to the respective projector.

6. Click Play and move the Tracked Eyepoint object around the CAVE. You should see the views
on all CAVE faces update accordingly.

With some further work, it is possible to create a stereoscopic CAVE by duplicating the CAVE and 
projectors, and assigning each to either the left or right eye.  Each CAVE screen would require its 
own Tracked Eyepoint.

For further information and a demonstration of a stereoscopic CAVE in a VR headset, see the 1.2 
update video: https://youtu.be/OMAkKvzw3AQ?t=167

It is also possible to merge the VirtualCAVE and Projection Mapping features so that any projector 
layout can be used on a CAVE. A document explaining an example setup can be viewed here, or you 
can see the included example scene named “VirtualCave_ProjectionMapping_Merge”.
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Projecting a video file

To project a video file on a projector, a script is provided called ProjectVideo.cs. Add this script to the
Projector object.

Assign a video to project and optionally set an Audio Source.

In the Projection Design Tools window, the projector should be set to project a RenderTexture:

The video file will play on the projector when Play starts, or when you call the 
ProjectVideo.PlayVideo() function at runtime.

You can also change the video at runtime by calling ProjectVideo.SetVideoClip().

ProjectVideo  makes  use  of  the  VideoPlayer object  in  Unity.  You  can  get  a  reference  to  the
VideoPlayer object  by calling  ProjectVideo.GetVideoPlayer() at  runtime if  you need more control
over the video playback.
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Fisheye Lenses

In version 1.22, fisheye lenses were added.

We experimented with “omni” light cookies which would allow projection angles greater than 180
degrees, but weren't able to create these cookies at runtime satisfactorily. For now, we stick with
spotlights which are also used in the Standard projection. This means that fisheye lenses are limited
to a maximum projection angle of 178 x 178 degrees.

Because real-world fisheye lenses differ so greatly in distortion and projection shape, PSP's fisheye
lens  simulation  should  be  used  as  a  guide  only  and  is  not  guaranteed  to  be  an  accurate
representation of any real-world fisheye projection lens.

In PSP, fisheye lenses distribute the projected image evenly over the angle of projection. The image
below illustrates the difference between PSP's implementation of fisheye lenses versus a standard
projection, using a checkerboard pattern.

This improves projected image quality when projecting onto domes (and other surfaces) with wide
fisheye lenses. The projected image is still rectangular when projected onto a flat surface.

Note: when using the Projection Mapping functionality,  fisheye lenses currently  fall  back to the
“standard” projection to project the live image, which is still rendered by a “standard” camera. This
is  usually  fine,  but  image quality  can suffer  with  very  high angles  of  projection e.g.  above 175
degrees.  We hope to fix  this  in  a  later  update by  creating  a  fisheye camera for  the Projection
Mapping component that mirrors the projection of a fisheye lens. As a workaround, image quality
can be improved somewhat  by  increasing  the resolution of  the projector's  cookies  (see section
“Projector Cookie Size”) and the “RenderTexture size” setting in the Projection Mapping component.
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Cable Routing

Version 1.3 added tools for Cable Routing. To begin, drag a Cable prefab into the scene.

The Cable prefab has by default two child objects: a “Source” and a “Sink”. These are both cable
“Nodes”. The “Cable” object creates the cable geometry by connecting each child node in sequence.

If  you  select  one  or  more  cables,  the  Projection  Design  Tools  interface  presents  the  following
options:

All Cable settings are for descriptive purposes only, and are used only by the Report Generation
feature when it outputs the information to a report file (also new in v1.3). The exception is the cable
diameter setting, which is only used to generate the 3D model of the cable.

If you select one of the child cable nodes, you are presented with more options:

Use the buttons to add and delete nodes to create your cable run.

The “Connect to object” setting causes the node to be “stuck” to the given object. This means when
the object moves, that cable node will move with it, keeping the same relative position to the object.
This is useful if you need to move a connected object e.g. a projector or computer rack, as you won't
have to manually move the cable as well. Nodes should not share connected objects, otherwise only
one of them will be aware the object has moved. To counter this, you can add several GameObjects
as children of  the object  you want  to  connect  to,  and assign each node its  own object.  This  is
demonstrated in the first example scene.

The Source and Sink nodes' connected object names are also included in any generated Report.
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Report Generation

Version  1.3  added  Report  generation.  This  feature  outputs  all  information  about  the  Projector
Simulator Pro objects in the scene to a human-readable file.

Currently, reports are in CSV format. You can open them with a text editor such as Notepad, but the
data will be much easier to read if opened with a spreadsheet application such as Excel. It doesn't
look pretty in a spreadsheet due to mixed column sizes (caused by column headers), but you can
then copy the data into another document and format the tables as desired:
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Known Issues/Troubleshooting

1. Occasionally, the projected images may stop responding to updates in the editor.
• The  cause  of  this  is  unclear,  but  it  seems  to  occur  when  scripts  are  compiled,  or

sometimes when Unity has been in the background for an extended period of time.
• To rectify the issue, simply play and stop the scene.

2. No projected images are visible in the Scene view
• As the projectors make use of Unity spotlights, ensure you have lighting enabled in the

Scene view.
• If lighting is enabled, check that the spotlights in the Projector's hierarchy are all active

and enabled. If they are disabled, check that the ProjectorSimPro script on the Projector
is enabled.

3. My screen(s) are solid white/black and receive no lighting
• We noticed during testing that if  scripts are recompiled whilst  Analysis is active, the

Analysis material will get stuck on the screen(s). The solution is to re-apply the screen
material  to the screen. For complex screens with many submeshes,  you can use the
“Apply material to meshes” function of the Projection Mapping component which may
be quicker than applying the material manually.

4. My projected images are ¼ the size of the light path
• Ensure the Quality -> Texture Quality setting is set to “Full Res”

5. Can my inverted projector flip my custom image?
• Yes. This functionality was added in v1.2.

6. CAD export?
• OBJ export can be achieved with  http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php?title=ObjExporter

or other tools available on the Unity Asset Store.
• Export to CAD formats such as STP is desired but not yet planned.

7. SRP Support?
• As Projector Simulator Pro is primarily intended to aid the design of projection systems,

functionality has taken a priority over aesthetics. SRP support is therefore a low priority.
• HDRP  support  may  come  in  a  future  update.  If  you  need  a  projection  effect  that

supports  HDRP,  you  may  want  to  consider  our  other  projection  asset  Projector
Simulator, which is intended to provide very nice-looking (and just as accurate) projector
effects.

• URP is also not yet supported, and has a lower priority than HDRP.

If  your  issue  isn't  listed  here,  or  you  are  still  experiencing  problems,  please  contact  us  at
WhiteGamesInfo@gmail.com.

White Games
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Future Development

We aim to continually improve the feature set of Projector Simulator Pro. In this release, we are 
aware that some desirable features are missing from this suite of projection design tools. In rough 
order of priority, we will add in later releases:

• A tool to filter, compare, and sort existing projector definitions by attributes

• HDRP

• Fisheye projection lenses with angles greater than 178 degrees

• Support for more than one mirror per projector

• Feature requests

White Games
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